Six anomalous vibronic feature states [ -2 cm-' full-width at half-maximum (FWHM), each consisting of -20 partially resolved eigenstates] have been observed in stimulated emission pumping (SEP) spectra of C,D,. Of the two plausible assignments for these features, the one most consistent with spectroscopic observations would imply that the lowest energy c&-bent triplet state of acetylene has To<25 820 cm-', which is inconsistent with previous ab initio predictions. New higher level a& initio quantum mechanical methods have been used to predict the energy dilference between X 'xl ground state and the c&bent a3B2 lowest triplet state of acetylene. In conjunction with a triple zeta plus double polarization plus f function (TZ2Pf) basis set, the coupled cluster inr&.tding single, double, and linearized triple excitations CCSD (T) method yields Te = AE( a 3 B,-X '2: ) = 30 500 cm-'. The true value of To for the a 3 B2 state is estimated to be -500 cm-' higher. At the same level of theory the zero-point levels of the lowest triplet state of the tram-bent ( a3&) and vinylidene (a3&) isomers lie at still higher energies. This result conclusively rules out any triplet assignment for the anomalous feature states. The alternative assignment, as highly excited vibrational levels of the X '"gf state, is surprising in view of the Franck-Condon selectivity, dynamical stability, and nonselective relaxation of this special class of "bright states" observed in the SEP spectra. Such an assignment would be implausible in the absence of the present ab initio calculations. Previous experimental observations [Lisy and Klemperer, J. Chem. Phys. 72, 3880 ( 1980) and Wendt, Hippler, and Hunziker, J. Chem. Phys. 70, 4044 ( 1979)] of acetylene triplet states are discussed and shown to be completely consistent with each other and with the present ab initio ordering of the cis and tram isomeric minima on the T, potential energy surface: cis Z 3 B, below trans Z 3 B, .
INTRODUCTION
Two of the most important papers in the history of polyatomic molecular electronic spectroscopy are those of Ingold and King' and of Innes2 concerning the 2 'A, state of acetylene. They made the remarkable (for 1953!) discovery that this first excited singlet state of acetylene has a qualitatively different geometry than does the ground state. Using Walsh' s Rules arguments3 it was anticipated that the lowest triplet state of C2H2 would likewise have a transbent structure and 3A, electronic symmetry. This anticipation seemed to be roughly confirmed by the 1972 paper by Burton and Hunziker, 4 who reported experiments describing energy transfer from a metastable C2H2 triplet state to biacetyl. Burton and Hunziker tentatively concluded from their laboratory studies4 that the lowest triplet state of acetylene has a trans-bent or linear structure.
In 1978 a high level (for that date) theoretical study5 predicted, contrary to Walsh's Rules3 and the 1972 experiments,4 that the lowest triplet state of C2H2 is in fact cis-bent and of 3B2 electronic symmetry. This theoretical prediction stimulated an intense experimental effort by Hunziker,6 culminating in a striking confnmation of the theoretical results.7 In this manner the unexpected cis-bent equilibrium geometry of the lowest triplet state of acetylene ' was established. Lisy and Klemperers subsequently (1980) demonstrated experimentally that the lowest energy (Auger detectable) metastable triplet state of acetylene has no electric dipole moment (i.e., it is trans-bent or linear). This apparently discrepant experimental finding will be discussed in some detail here. We will show that, in fact, there is absolutely no contradiction between the Lisy and Klemperer experiment' and either the Hunziker experiment6 or the ab initio ordering of triplet isomers.
The energy (relative to the X '&! ground state), To , of the cis z3B2 state of acetylene has not been determined experimentally. Remarkably, the 1978 theoretical value,5 T,=28 200 cm-', may still be the most reliable value of this critical energetic quantity. The ab initio studies of the cis a3 B2 state of acetylene reported in the present paper were motivated by recent stimulated emission pumping (SEP) experiments9 at M.I.T., which will also be described in the present paper.
The SEP spectrum of C2D2 contains six isolated vibrational features, the lowest energy of w_hich lies 25 820 cm-' above the zero-point level of the X ix: state. The rotational structure of these feature states is qualitatively consistent with two plausible assignments, low-lying vibrational levels o,f the g 3 B2 state or highly excited vibrational levels of the X '2: state. There are, however, quantitative arguments against both of these assignments, the triplet assignment9 would require that T,( cis a3 B2) ~25 820 cm -I, which is more than 2000 cm-' smaller than the best previous ab initio value;' the F-state assignment demands reasons for the feature states' remarkable Franck-Condon selectivity, narrow linewidth (I==2 cm-'), and nonselective coupling to essentially all nearby 7rs X 'X$ vibrational levels.
The new higher level theoretical studies described here were undertaken to determine whether the 1978 theoretical T, value for the cis-bent Z3B2 state might be reduced by 2000 cm-'. We will show here that T, must be raised by 3000 cm-' rather than reduced by 2ooO cm-'. The best ab initio estimate for To is now 31 OOO* loo0 cm-', which conclusively rules out the triplet assignment for the SEP feature states. Without the present ab initio results, the correct assignment for the anomalous features in the SEP spectrum would seem implausible, even to the authors of the present paper.
THEORETICAL APPROACH AND RESULTS
The 1978 theoretical study5 used the single and double excitation configuration interaction (CISD) method" with a double zeta plus polarization (DZP) basis set. ' 1112 In the present research, we have gone to much higher levels of theory in conjunction with much larger basis sets. However, equilibrium geometries have been evaluated with essentially the same DZP CISD method used earlier, as this method is very suitableI for the prediction of molecular structures. In the present C(9s5pld/4s2pld), H(4slp/ 2slp) basis,"*12 the polarization function orbital exponents were ad(C) =0.75 and op(H) =0.75 and the hydrogen primitive Gaussian s functions were scaled by a factor of 1.2, i.e., their Gaussian exponents a! were multiplied by ( 1.2)2= 1.44. In the 1978 paper5 the hydrogen atom polarization function orbital exponents were slightly different, o+(H) = 1.0. For each carbon atom, a set of six d-like functions was used in the DZP basis set. The DZP CISD molecular structures obtained here are virtually identical to those of Ref. 5 and are shown in Fig. 1 . Also used in this research was a much larger triple zeta plus double polarization plus f functions basis set, designated TZ2Pf. The technical description of this basis set is
The TZ part of this TZ2Pf basis set is that of Huzinaga" and Dunning. 14 Polarization function orbital exponents were ad(C) =0.375, 1.5; of(C) =0.8; and cr,(H) =0.375, 1.5. Five pure d functions and seven pure f functions were used in the TZ2Pf basis set.
Coupled cluster (CC) methodsI were used here for the most reliable predictions of the 3B2-1El energy dilference. The first CC method used was the closed-shell single and double excitation (CCSD) approach of Purvis and Bartlett,16 as modified by Scuseria and Janssen.17 The open-shell CCSD method used here is that of Scuseria." Connected triple excitations were included using the higher level CCSD (T) method proposed by Raghavachari, Trucks, Pople, and Head-Gordon. lg The CCSD (T) meth- ods actually used were those of Scuseria and Lee2' for the acetylene ground state and Scuseria" for the lowest triplet state.
In the configuration interaction and coupled cluster methods, the two lowest self-consistent field (SCF) molecular orbitals (carbon Is-like) were constrained to be doubly occupied in all configurations. In an analogous manner the two highest-lying virtual orbitals were deleted from the CI and CC procedures.
The most important theoretical results are summarized in Table I . The adiabatic cis-bent triplet state excitation energy T, will be considered first. The theoretical value of T, from the DZP CISD method is 27 500 cm-', in good agreement with the 1978 value5 27 600 obtained with a very slightly different basis set. When the DZP CISD results are modified via the Davidson correction21 for unlinked quadruple excitations, one finds T,=28 000 cm-', Table I shows that the larger TZ2Pf basis set significantly increases the singlet-triplet energy difference. At the highest level of theory, TZ2Pf CCSD(T), the predicted valueofT,is31OOOcm-'.
For the four different levels of theory the increases in T, values should be converted to TO, the energy difference between the zero-point vibrational levels of the X '"g' and Z3Bz electronic states. At the DZP CISD level of theory, the zero-point vibrational energies (ZPVEs) within the harmonic approximation are (to two significant figures) 5900 ('22) and 5400 ( 3B2> cm-'. Reducing these by 5% based on experience,22 one may estimate the true ZPVEs as 5600 and 5200 cm-', respectively. In this manner the T,, value at the TZ2Pf CCSD(T) level of theory is predicted to be 30 500 cm-'. A reasonable estimate of the expected error in this prediction is f 1000 cm-'. Realistically, a "best guess" for TO is 31 Ooo cm-', since improvements in both basis set and correlation method favor the '2: ground state.
be incompatible with both the ab initio predictions,5 which locate the T1 (truns) state at 0.35 eV higher energy than T1 (cis), and the Wendt et aL6 experiment, in which only a nonmetastable and polar T, (cis) isomer is detected. ("It is clear that the present work does not appear to be in accord with the several electron structure calculations of triplet acetylene and the interpretation of the near infrared absorption spectrum of metastable acetylene.") In the present and the following section we will show that there are no contradictions between the ab initio calculations, the molecular beampexperiment,8 and the Hg-sensitized near infrared (IR) absorption experiment.6 Several of the resolutions of apparent conflicts presented here were suggested, among several alternative plausible possibilities, by Lisy and Klemperer.8 We believe that it is worthwhile to present a complete and unified interpretation of the disparate observations in order to dispel any impression that a single shred of experimental evidence exists which contradicts the ab initio ordering of acetylene T1 isomers, cis Z3B2 below trans Z3B,.
At the request of the referee, a parallel study of the lowest tram triplet state was also carried out. The DZP CISD equilibrium geometry for the z3 B, state is re( CC) = 1.346 A, r,(CH) = 1.087 A, BJHCC) = 130.6". The corresponding TZ2Pf CCSD( T) total energy of the Z3B, state is -77.029 65 hartrees. Thus the trans li3B, state is predicted to lie 0.35 eV above the cis Z3B2 state, in close agreement with the 1978 theoretical study.' Comparable theoretical studies of triplet vinylidene by Vacek (unpublished) show that it lies -0.1 eV above the a 3 B, lowest triplet state of acetylene.
To conclude this section, the acetylene singlet-triplet energy difference has been reinvestigated at high levels of quantum mechanical theory, motivated by recent experiments at M.I.T. (discussed below). ' The result is that the theoretical value of TO ( Z3B2) actually increases (to -3 1000 cm-') by -3000 cm-' from the value from earlier work.5 Thus the SEP features observed at excitation energies as low as 25 820 cm-' cannot involve vibrational levels of the Z3B2 electronic state.
A CLARIFICATION OF THE LISY-KLEMPERER EXPERIMENT
Lisy and Klemperer* subjected a molecular beam of a metastable species (unquestionably a triplet state of acetylene) to an extremely sensitive and well understood test for a nonzero electric dipole moment. (An electrostatic quadrupole lens would deflect polar molecules around a beam stop.) They showed conclusively that their nonpolar metastable species was a triplet state of the trans isomer of acetylene with TO= 36 OOO&OOO cm-' and lifetime r> 1 ms.
A beam of Auger-detectable metastable C,H, molecules (produced by low energy electron bombardment of C2H2) was observed to contain an undetectable fraction of species deflectable in a quadrupole electric field. A cis-bent C2H2 species, with the A, B, and C rotational constants and electric dipole moment computed ab initio for the T1 Z (3B2) state, would have been observably deflectable at the electric field strengths employed. Lisy and Klemperer concluded that the metastable species in their C2H2 molecular beam consisted exclusively of the nonpolar (undeflectable) trans-bent T1 isomer. ("The present experiments do establish a metastable electronic state of acetylene with energy near 4.5 eV and trans geometry.'y8) How then could the molecular beam contain exclusively the T, (tram) isomer if the T, (cis) isomer is 0.35 eV more stable? ("It is thus possible that both cis and trans forms of triplet acetylene are produced by electron impact but only the trans form is detected. This explanation requires a profound difference in the extent of vibronic mixing with the ground state of different low-lying electronic states of acetylene. A second possibility is that only the trans form of triplet acetylene is produced by electron impact excitation. The physical reasons for either of these possible explanations are not obvi-OI.B."~) The preceding quotation is the basis for the widespread impression that Lisy and Klemperer have implied that the ab initio ordering of T1 isomers is incorrect.
Wendt et aL6 used Hg-photosensitization to excite a triplet acetylene species which they showed conclusively to be the (polar) cis a3B2 state with 21 000 cm-'< TO ~38 000 cm-' and 7~3 X 10m5 s. Lisy and Klemperer' stated that their electric deflection experiment appeared to A quite natural explanation exists for the "profound difference in the extent of vibronic mixing." The strengths of the spin-orbit perturbations between the cis-bent Z3B2 or tran?bent e 3 B, triplet states and high vibrational levels of the X '2: ground state are very different. Such perturbations are electronically allowed for the cis-bent triplet but only vibronically allowed for the trans-bent triplet state. The effect of such perturbations would be to cause the lowest vibrational levels of the cis-bent triplet state to mix &to a dense manifold of high vibrational levels of the X 'x,' S,-, state. This mixing would cause the incoherently prepared SO-T1 mixed eigenstates to lose their Augerdetectability (vibrationally excited molecules are incapable of Auger-ejecting an electron from a Cs cathode, as employed in the Lisy and Klemperer experiment'). The ability to deflect such L&,-T, mixed eigenstates in an electric field would also be significantly reduced. On the other hand, the electronically forbidden nature of the Se-T, (tram) spin-orbit interaction implies that the lowest vibrational levels of the truns-bent triplet state should be much less (or not at all) diluted into the high vibrational levels of the x '2: state and would therefore retain their Auger-detectability. Since the tram-bent isomer has no electric dipole moment, it would be undeflectable in an inhomogeneous electric field. Therefore, the Lisy and Klemperer observation of an undeflectable beam of a metastable C2H2 species has no relevance to the relative ordering of the cis or truns triplet isomers. However, it does provide indirect evidence that all rotation-vibration levels of cis-bent triplet acetylene are strongly mixed with highly excited vibrational levels of the 2 '2: ground state.
In our analysis we hypothesize that for acetylene the electronically allowed spin-orbit coupling is greater than the vibronically-allowed coupling. Can this assertion be substantiated? The spin-orbit interaction for carbon 2p is very small (c2P=2g cm-i). However, any vibronic spinorbit interaction matrix element between the 2 'Eg' ground state and an ungerude truns triplet state should be weaker than a direct electronic spin-orbit interaction matrix element by a vibronic coupling matrix element (surely < 1000 cm-' ) divided by a -10 000 cm-' energy denominator. The latter would be the energy gap between the 3~s 1~: In-,gerude configuration and the 34 ldU 1~~ ungerude configuration. This is obviously not a proof of our assertion, but it is a justification of what an electronic spectroscopist should expect.
A CLARIFICATION OF THE WENDT, HIPPLER, AND HUNZIKER EXPERIMENT
Wendt et al. 6 make one crucial observation that, properly interpreted, eliminates any possible conflict between the molecular beam' and the Hg-sensitized triplet-triplet absorption6 experiments. Wendt et ~1.~ report a lifetime of 3 x 10B5 s for the Zower state of the triplet-triplet absorption band system which they correctly assign as the cis+cis b3A2 +Z3 B2 transition. This lifetime is much too short for purely radiative decay via the forbidden Z3B2-+F '2: electronic transition. Such a transition would borrow its oscillator strength from an allowed singlet-singlet system via spin-orbit mixing, but this spin-orbit mechanism cannot account for a lifetime as short as 3 x 10m5 s for any triplet state of acetylene.
For example, the (a= 1, J= 1) level of the CO a 311 state borrows its u-X oscillator strength from the A 'II-X 'X + transition23-25 The spin-orbit interaction constant for CO [c(C, 2~) =29 cm-', <(0,2p) = 151 c m-l] is necessarily larger than that for acetylene and the CO A-X transition has a larger oscillator strength than any known valence state +P? 'El transition in acetylene. Thus the CO l/r, value is a very conservative upper bound for the electronic phosphorescence rate from the acetylene Z3B, state.
The Wendt et aL6 observed 3 X 10e5 s lifetime for an acetylene T1 isomer (observed with co.1 Torr acetylene in 760 Torr N2) could be due ptimarily to vibrational fluorescence within the x 'Bf state! Since Jy5IQ5Iv5-1) ~4'~ (v, is the numbgr of quanta in the X-state cis-bend and Q, is the cis-bend normal coordinate displacement), the spontaneous v5 z 30 + v5 =: 29 vibrational fluorescence rate will be roughly 30 times larger than the us = 1 +O rate (typical vibrational fundamentals have 7~ 3 ms). (By ~~~330, Au,= -2 vibrational fluorescence will make a significant, possibly dominant, contribution to the radiative decay rate.)
If the observed 3 X 1O-5 s lifetime is purely radiative, this would imply that the state of acetylene formed by Hg-sensitization must be the lowest cis triplet, a3B2 . This state (unlike the truns a3B,state) is mixed into a dense manifold of highly excited X 'x,$-state vibrational levels via the electronic spin-orbit interaction. The X-levels that mix most strongly with a single c$ a 3 B2 vibronic state are those with high excitation in the X-state cis-bend ( y5). This mixing (and the resultant distribution of the single "T2+-T1 bright" Tl vibronic basis state over several near degenerate eigenstates) would lead to an undetectable broadening and oscillator strength dilution at the resolution ( 16 A) of _the Wendt et aL6 absorption spectrum. These cis Z 3 B2-X 'x2 mixed eigenstates will relax via gstate vibrational fluorescence into a dense manifold of highly excited X-state vibrational levels. The lower states of such an X-state radiative vibrational decay would have no embedded triplet character which could give rise to recognizable triplet-triplet absorption bands. The triplet c triplet absorption wo_uld turn off as soon as the molecule undergoes a single X-state Au,= -1 vibrational decay step. Only the cis g:B, state and not the truns a3B, state could decay (via X-state vibrational fluorescence) with a radiative lifetime as short as 3 X 10m5 s.
A cis Z3B2 state with a 3 X 10m5 s radiative lifetime, even if it could in principle have been both electrostatically deflected and Auger detected in the Lisy and Klemperer molecular beam experiment,8 would have too short a lifetime to reach the A_uger detector. Mixing with high vibrational levels of the X 'Eg' state could simultaneously cause the cis a3B, state to be undeflectable, undetectable, and not metastable. The truns Z3B, state is born undeffectable, but retains its Auger detectability and metastability because it d_oes not have an appreciable spin-orbit interaction wit the X Ix+ state.
It is alsogplausible that the 3~ 10m5 s lifetime for the a 3 B2 state, observed by Wendt et al. 6 at 760 Torr N2 carrier gas pressure, is dominated by collisional relaxation processes. If so, the 3 X 10e5 s lifetime is irrelevant to the metastability of the cis isomer in the molecular beam experiment. However, at 760 Torr of N2, one might expect both cis and truns triplets to be quenched at rates approa&ing (3 X 10B5) -* s-t into high vibrational levels of the X 'Z+ state g .
THE EXPERIMENTS
SEP is a technique which has been used to probe the spectra and dynamics of many different molecular systems.26-28 A detailed discussion of the SEP apparatus can be found elsewhere.29 Briefly, SEP is a folded variant of optical-optical double resonance, in which the first laser, designated the PUMP laser, selectively prepares a population in a single rovibronic level of an excited electronic state. The second tunable laser, designated the DUMP laser, then stimulates emission when it is tuned to resonance between the PUMP-prepared intermediate rovibronic state and some lower rovibronic state, with the linked three level 
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The SEP spectra reported here (see Fig. 2 ) were recorded via individually selected Jo,J (J&=0) rotational intermediate levels with five quanta of truns-bending (v3) vibrational excitation ( ul,u2,~3,u4,u5&) = (ASP> in the well characterized30>31 C2D2 A 'A, state. These SEP spectra contain several very strong features at &,-= 546, 540, 530, 527, 516.5, and 486 nm. These six features are demonstrably downward transitions into vibrational levels at T, =28 708,2_7 904,27 590,27 447,27 062, and 25 820 cm-' above TO X 'IS+ It is poss&e to distinguish without any ambiguity whether the transition stimulated by the "DUMP" laser (and detected as a dip in the intensity of side-fluorescence from the single, selected PUMP-populated intermediate level) is an upward transition terminating in a higher energy electronic state or a downward transition terminating in a Zower energy electronic state. This distinction rests on knowledge of both the rotational (J, K, , parity) quantum numbers and the term value of the PUMP-selected intermediate state,
The key is that term values of the terminal levels in the sequential two color upward process T -T.
terminalmtermediate +vDuMP
.and SEP downward process T terminal = Tintermediate -VDmP depend respectively on +~noMp and --DUMP! For example, when a J=3 intermediate level is populated by the PUMP, the DUMP laser can excite transitions to J=2, 3, and 4 terminal levels. The transitions terminating on J=2 and 3 are separated by 6B while those terminating on J= 3 and 4 are separated by 8s. The transition is upward if the 83 interval appears at higher ~nuMp (shorter wavelength) than the 6B interval; it is downward (SEP) if the 83 interval is at lower Vnu~p than the 6s interval. Figure 3 illustrates this up vs down diagnostic. Each of the six vibrational features observed in the SEP spectrum exhibited an 85, 6B rotational interval pattern similar to that shown in Fig. 3 . The appearance of six such strong and isolated features in the SEP spectrum-is remarkable for the following reasons: (i) the C2D, A-+X SEP spectra observed from the same intermediate rotation-vibration levels are so complex and congested at TV<24 800 cm-' that it is difficult to pick out the three line (& Q, and P) rotational patterns associated with single X-state vibrational levels; (ii) the features under discussion here are isolated vi&rational bands which occur at energies above where the A-+X SEP spectrum has become undetectably weak and vibrationally featureless due to low Franck-Condon factors and/or extensive mixing of a sparse manifold of "bright" states into a dense manifold of "dark" states; (iii) when examined at The energy spacing of the P, Q, and R-branch lines appearing in a double resonance spectrum can be used to establish whether the second photon from the DUMP laser stimulates an upward or downward transition from the PUMP-prepared intermediate state. In the case of the spectrum recorded from a J=3 intermediate level (inset), the AE=8 5 separatio_n appears at a longer wavelength of the DUMP laser than the AE=6 B separation. Therefore the transition corresponding to the illustrated spectrum must be due to stimulated emission to a vibrational level which lies lower in energy than the PUMP-prepared intermediate level.
higher resolution (Av=O.O5 cm-') each of the 2 cm-' full-width half-maximum ( FWHM ) rotational features is observed to split into -20 peaks.
Several of t&e rotational levels-used as intermediate states in the A(O05000)K,=O+X(OOO110) vibrational band exhibited the zero field quantum beats indicative of singlet-triplet mixed character states.32 In fact, _numerous perturbations by triplet states are known in the A 'A, state of both C,H, and C2D2 (detected mostly by Zeeman and Stark anticrossing and quantum beat spectroscopy) .33,34 The singlet-triplet mixed character of the intermediate states used in the SEP experiment, in combination with the fact that the anomalous T&25 820 cm-' features observed in the C2D2 SEP spectrum lie within -2000 cm-' of the predicted5 zero-point energy of the lowest triplet state of G2D29 raised the possibility that the anomalous SEP features could be A 'Au-Tinitial-, Tg,,l "perturbationfacilitated" triplet-triplet transitions, with T,,,-z 'El mixing accounting for the observation of isolated vibrational levels weakly coupled to a dense background of dark states. The lowest triplet potential energy surface (T,) of C2D, supports the Z3B2 (cis), ii3B, (trans), and Z3B2 (vinylidene) isomeric minima. The most stable of these isomers, calculated to belong to the iIi3B2 (cis) structure, was predicted in 1978 (Ref. 5 ) to lie at slightly higher energy than the features observed in the SEP spectrum.
A detailed examination of the rotational structure of the lowest of this special group of bright states was con- ducted to identify these features. Using the center of gravity of the -2 cm-' FWHM clusters, a term value plot was constructed ( Fig. 4) which showed that all of the levels accessed via the K,=O intermediates belonged to a K,= 1 (or I= 1) manifold, with a measurable and large asymmetry splitting (or l-type doubling). Using the rigorous selection rules for acetylene, based on complete nuclear permutation inversion (CNPI) group theory,35 which are valid independent of isomeric configuration (point group) and spin multiplicity, the rotational structure of the isolated vibrational features observed in the SEP spectrum is shown to be incompatible with the T1 tram-bent and vinylidene isomers. The lowest two tram triplet states of acetylene have u electronic symmetry in either the centrosymmetric bent or linear conformations. Due to the g-u selection rule, all transitions into u symmetry electronic states from any level which can interact with the 2 'A, intermediate levels used in this SEP experiment are electronically forbidden. Therefore, the SEP transitions reported here cannot result from a trans-bent triplet state.
CNPI symmetry arguments also show that the reported features do not originate from a vinylidene structure. Ignoring the obviously poor Franck-Condon factors between the trans-bent 2 ?4, intermediate states and low lying vibrational levels of a vinylidene isomer, the rotational patterns of the observed spectra are not consistent with the nuclear permutation (s,a) patterns inherent in the rotational structure of vinylidene. Because the C2 symmetry axis of the vinylidene structure is about the a-inertial axis (coincident with the C-C bond), all of the JKa,K rotational levels (both even and odd J and K,) in any sbecified K, stack have the same (s or a) nuclear permutation symmetry. Therefore, owing to the rigorous atta and S-+X selection rules, all vinylidene rotational levels of asecific K, value could only be accessed from trans-bent A levels with either s or a nuclear permutation symmetry. The K, = 1, Kc even, and K,= 1, Kc odd features reported here were accessed from A K,=O intermediate rotational states of both s (even J) and a (odd J) nuclear permutation symmetry, respectively, and do not fit the rotational energy J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 98, No. 11, I June 1993 level pattern expected for the vinylidene structure.
Every detail, both qualitative (selection rules) and quantitative (rotational constants) of the rotational structure in the SEP spectrum is consistent with transitions originating in a mixed singlet-triplet intermediate state and terminating on the cis-bent a3 B2 state. Regardless of the coupling scheme, Hund's case (a) or (b), the symmetry pattern of rotational levels for the cis-bent Z3B2 state will include one triplet component with a K,= 1 manifold of levels matching the s, a energy ordering observed in the reported levels. Furthermore, treating the lower state of the SEP transition as an asymmetric top, the measured rotational constants [B,=0.901(5) cm-l and C, =0.797(5) cm-'] are surprisingly consistent with those of the predicted structure of the C2D2 cis-bent Z3B2 state (B,=O.929 cm-' and C'=O.813 cm-'). The coarse rotational structure (pP1 PUMP gives pPI, 'Ql, and pRI DUMP lines, where the branch symbols are AKoAJK,> implies c-type rotational selection rules. and the literature values of the anharmonicity constants for acetylene,38'3g it is apparent that excitation of the bending vibrations in C2D2 tends to cause B, to become larger than B,=O.8479 cm-' (a4, a5 < 0), while excitation of stretching vibrations tends to cause B, to become smaller than B,, (al, a2, a3 > 0) , where B, is the rotational constant of the zero-point vibrational level. Knowing the approximate number of quanta in the bending modes (by measuring the l-type doubling) and the average B-value, B,=1/2 (B, + BY) =0.849(5) cm-', one can crudely estimate of the total number of quanta in C-D stretching (vi and y3) and C-C stretching (v2) modes. Using this method to estimate the total vibrational excitation we obtain v4+v5~30 and vl + v2 + v3 z 15 (probably v1 and v3 =0 by Franck-Condon factors) .40
Excited vibrational levels of the T, (b 3A2) triplet state undergo spin-orbit mixing with the A 'A, state and could be responsible for the quantum beats observed in the A (005000) K,=O intermediate levels. In fact a triplet state with a cis-bent structure is known (from Stark anticrossing spectroscopy) to interact with at least one rotational level of the C2H2 2 'A, state.33 Transitions from a triplet state with A2 character into the cis-bent Z3B2 state would exhibit c-type selection rules.
The AK,= -1 rotational structure observed in the SEP spectrum could also be compatible with-transitions into highly excited vibrational levels of the X 'ZZ.$ electronic ground state. Treating the lower state of the SEP transition as I= 1 (I is the vibrational angular momentum) levels of the X '8: electronic state, the rotational structure is described by two rotational constants [B,= 0.823 ( 1) and Bf=0.875 (5) cm-', where e andfare parity related symmetry labels].36 The difference, Bf--B,=0.052 (5) cm-', measures the splitting of the e and f parity components in a "doubly degenerate" r (I= 1) vibrational state. The term in the Hamiltonian responsible for lifting the degeneracy of the rr vibrational states arises as a consequence of Coriolis forces, and is associated with the matrix elements3' These estimates of (u1,uZ,u3,&@s) in the X 'x: state lower levels of the anomalous SEP transitions, based exclusively on the observed B, , Bf , and B rotational constants, imply T,z45 000 cm-'. This is inconsistent with the observed T,-26 000 cm-' total vibrational energy. This overly simple vibrational assignment procedure, which provides reliable estimates for vibrational assignments at low energy for C2H2, ignores terms proportional to vi, vi, and ~2~4 which will certainly be important for such highly excited levels. In addition, Huet et aZ.39 noted that the nearly identical frequencies of the v4 and y5 bending modes in C2D2 (511 and 532 cm-', respectively) caused vibrational coupling of the Darling-Dennison41 type ( a v4v5), which led to complications in the fit of the C2D2 spectrum at energies as low as 1000 cm-'. Neglect of these Darling-Dennison and higher order vibrational terms is sure to raise problems in extrapolations of B and (B,-Bf) v to high energy, and certainly renders such simple estimates of vibrational assignments suspect. However, in the absence of the present ab initio calculations, the SEP spectra appear to be more compatible with the cis-bent a3B2 lower state than the linear X 'Z$ lower state assignment.
CONCLUSIONS (v, , 1, ~2, J, k~21HIv, , l, , J, k) 
where qt is the l-type doubling constant for the Ah vibrational normal mode. This matrix element gives e/f dependent corrections to the Beg rotational constants of rr vibrational states equal to The existence of spectroscopic evidence which favors the cis-bent triplet assignment of the SEP spectrum impelled us to reconsider the earlier theoretical study5 of the excitation energy of the Z3B2 state. The new ab initio results reported here categorically rule out the triplet assignment. The T,> 25 820 cm-' vibrational levels observed in the SEP spectrum cannot belong to a triplet state of any C2D2 isomer because they lie much too far below the ab initio predictions for the lowest triplet state of each C2D2 isomer.
where t=4 or 5 and thus 2 ( B,--Bf)/qt provides a very approximate estimate of the number of quanta in the trans ( v4) or cis ( v5) bending modes.
From the expression for the rotational constant, B"= Bo--~ppi+Z,~~,y,,,Vp,, ea.
Too-few of these levels are observed in the SEP spectrum to permit partial vibrational assignments from the frequency intervals. These anomalous feature states are observed to couple weakly by a variety of-anharmonic (Fermi) mechanisms to all near degenerate X-state rg vibrational levels. Neither the FWHM nor the number of underlying finer features appears to depend on J. This implies a symmetry-sorted vibrational density of states (at J=Z=K,=l) of p~~=SO/cm-', and from I'=2rp ( V2), an average bright-dark coupling matrix element squared of 1.6 x 10F2 cmm2. The calculated ~z~(x IX:) = -20/ cm-' * is consistent with pzg. This implies that, regardless of the electronic identity of the features in the SEP spectrum, the SEP-bright state co_uples to all of the I= l(7rs) high vibrational levels of the X 'Zgf state.
These anomalously intense and isolated features in the SEP spectrum of GD,, recorded via 2 'A, (005000) K,=O intermediate rotational states, are transitions terminating on a special class of zero-order X 'X$ I= 1 states in the 25 800-28 710 cm-' region. The magnitude of the Z-type doubling in these zero-order states suggests that the vibrational excitation is highly localized in the bending modes v4 and v5, with accompanying excitation in the Franck-Condon bright C-C stretching mode v2. The symmetric ( vl) and antisymmetric ( v3) C-H stretching m_odes are expected to be Franck-Condon inactive in the A+X SEP spectrum.40*42 The sparseness of the observed anomalous zero-order states (1 per 500 cm-') relative to ~2~ =: 20/cm-' combined with their relatively narrow -2 cm-' FWHM, implies that these states are localized for a surprisingly long time ( -3 ps) in a special region of phase space. These zero-order states seem to relax in a single step into a fully mixed vibrational quasicontinuum consisting of I= 1 (~a) vibrational levels. We ask the nonlinear dynamics community to (i) identify the approximately conserved actions to which these special zero-order states belong; (ii) explain the peculiar stability of these zero-order states (actions); and (iii) explain why these special states have large Franck-Condon overlap with the A 'A, (005000) vibrational level.
